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Abstract

Deep-water megasplay faults may promote or limit earthquake rupture and tsunami genesis. To better understand how megas-

play faults affect earthquake rupture and associated tsunami potential, we build on recent modeling efforts based on observations

of coseismic ruptures in the Japan Trench forearc and Chile Margin. We model the upper plate as a wedge that is partitioned

into a seismic (velocity-weakening) inner wedge and an outer aseismic (velocity-strengthening) wedge, combined with a splay

fault rooting from the decollement. We examine the effects of dip and friction along the splay fault and the width of the outer

(velocity-strengthening) wedge during earthquake rupture. Our results suggest that along-strike variations in width of the

velocity-strengthening outer wedge along the Chile Margin may play a key role in splay fault activity in the rupture segment

of the 2010 Maule earthquake. However, our model fit to the published slip distribution for the 2010 Maule earthquake, sug-

gests that megasplay fault activation did not significantly impact earthquake size along the SC Chile Margin. In contrast, our

model fit to the slip distribution for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake shows that megasplay fault reactivation may have moderately

affected earthquake coseismic rupture. Splay faults can slip coseismically thus contributing to associated tsunamis. However,

the presence of a velocity-strengthening outer wedge is the predominant constraint on rupture size and tsunami generation.

Journal of Geophysical Research

Supporting Information for

Implication of Splay Fault Activity for Megathrust Earthquake Hazards: Insights from Discrete
Element Simulations

Xiaoyu Wang1, Julia K. Morgan1

1 Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences, Rice University, Houston, Texas, USA.

Introduction

This supporting material introduces the basics of the discrete element method (DEM), the experimental
model setup, and simulation workflow. Moreover, we tabulate the important mechanical and numerical
parameters used to build the initial models.
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Text S1. DEM Modeling

In our implementation of the discrete-element-method (DEM), we simulate an assemblage of discrete spher-
ical particles that interact with each other according to elastic-frictional (Hertz-Mindlin) contact law. We
introduce cohesion by adding a mechanical bond at interparticle contacts (Morgan, 2015). This property
can allow us to simulate cohesive materials as may occur within the deeper accretionary prism. The more
frontal region of a prism is approximated as non-cohesive, i.e., lacking interparticle bonds. The combina-
tion of pre-assigned interparticle contact parameters, in combination with the mechanical properties of the
particles themselves, define the overall behavior of the particle assemblage. This study uses a version of
DEM implemented in RICEBAL. Details about the method are provided in Morgan and Boettcher (1999),
Guo and Morgan (2004; 2006), and Morgan (2015). Continuum approximations of the bulk properties and
behavior of the numerical model are derived using the contact force distribution and displacement gradients.
By averaging continuum properties over finite volumes, stress and strain fields can be calculated for the
domain (Thornton and Barnes, 1986; Morgan and Boettcher, 1999; Morgan and McGovern, 2005a; 2005b;
Morgan, 2015).

Figure 1 shows the general model setup. The initial length of the simulated wedge is set to 200km, comparable
to the dimensions of the rupture lengths along the Chile Margin (Moreno et al. , 2010; Contreras-Reyes
et al. , 2017). To best balance model run time and model resolution, the upper wedge is constructed of
approximately 200,000 discrete particles with radii of 100, 120, 160 and 200 m. Particles are randomly
generated within a two-dimensional domain 400×60 km, allowed to settle under gravity, and then trimmed
to the desired wedge geometry.

The mechanical properties of the simulated system are defined by the assigned particle properties and
interparticle friction coefficients (Table S1 and Table S2). The gray particles defining the basal sliding
surface are fixed in space, their small radii (10 m) ensure a relatively smooth sliding surface, unimpeded by
particle roughness.

The contacts between particles, distinguished by labeled surface types (Figure 1), is controlled by the in-
terparticle friction coefficients. The basal sliding surface is defined by Surface Type 4. The upper plate as
is partitioned into an inner (velocity-weakening) wedge (Surface Type 1) and outer (velocity-strengthening)
wedge (Surface Type 3) domains. The splay fault boundary defined by Surface Type 1 and Surface Type
2. In addition, cohesiveness, as an option, can be implemented by adding bonds to every contact to simu-
late more realistic cohesive material. The mechanical properties of the domain and the fault interface are
controlled by the particle properties and interparticle friction coefficients. To simulate a predefined fault,
relatively low or zero interparticle friction coefficients can be assigned to the particles that define the fault
interface, with no cohesion at the contacts between those particles.

Text S2. Simulation Workflow

We seek to simulate the dynamic Coulomb Wedge model earthquake cycle (Wang and Hu, 2006) in our simu-
lations. We first prepare the fault for dynamic slip by preconditioning it during steady backwall displacement,
holding the initial basal friction at 0.04. This represents the interseismic stage. This preconditioning ensures
high shear stress along the fault and the accumulation of elastic strain energy within the wedge. To simulate
the dynamic stage of the earthquake cycle, we reduce the friction coefficient along the basal decollement be-
neath the inner wedge to approximate velocity weakening and either increase or maintain the basal friction
beneath the outer wedge to approximate velocity strengthening. the internal friction coefficient is maintained
at 0.30 for both the inner and outer wedges.

During the pre-earthquake loading stage, the right wall of the wedge moves inward at a constant horizontal
velocity (vx) of 1 m/s, under constant basal friction conditions. During this preconditioning stage, the
system state is recorded at increments of 200 m of backwall displacement. The internal stresses within
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the wedge are supported by elastic deformation at interparticle contacts, defining the potential energy of
the system. During this stage, the wedge deforms, either extending or contracting, depending on the basal
friction conditions and the predefined wedge geometry. The preconditioning stage is complete when the model
reaches its steady state, State 1. Details about the implementation of preconditioning and the discussion
about the steady state can be found in Wang and Morgan (2019).

Once the wedge reaches State 1, we simulate the second stage of dynamic earthquake unloading, culminating
in the final State 2. At the start of the second stage, backwall displacement is stopped. Earthquake unloading
is initiated by the reduction in basal friction beneath the inner wedge, and concurrent increase in friction
beneath the outer wedge as appropriate.

For each model, a splay fault with a dip, varying from landward to seaward dipping is prescribed just before
the earthquake unloading. A model without any prescribed splay fault is also constructed as a reference.

Table S1 Basal Friction Conditions along Megathrust and Splay Fault before and after Earthquake Unloading.

Experiments Outer Wedge Outer Wedge Inner Wedge Inner Wedge Splay Fault Splay Fault

Before Earthquake After Earthquake Before Earthquake After Earthquake Before Earthquake After Earthquake

Setup 1 Non-cohesive Models with ratios of outer wedge from 0% to 25% and dips ranging between landward 10° to seaward 20° µpart
bas outer= 0.10 µpart

bas outer= 0.10 µpart
bas inner= 0.10 µpart

bas inner= 0.00 µpart
splay= 0.30 µpart

splay= 0.00

Setup 2 Cohesive Models for Chile Margin and Japan Trench µpart
bas outer= 0.04 µpart

bas outer= 0.04 µpart
bas inner= 0.04 µpart

bas inner= 0.021 µpart
splay= 0.10 µpart

splay= 0.00µpart
splay= 0.40µpart

splay= 0.80

Table S2 Model Parameters Used in the Simulation.

Dimensions of 2D Domain 400 km x 60 km

Young’s Modulus for Particle (Eparticle) 2.9 E09 Pa
Particle Radii (r) 100, 120, 160, 200 m
Poisson’s Ratio for Particle (vparticle) 0.2
Density for Particle (ρparticle) 2500 kg/m3

Young’s (Normal) Modulus for Bond (Ebond) 2E08
Shear Modulus for Bond (Gbond) 2E08
Tensile strength for Bond (T0 bond) 4E07
Shear Strength for Bond (S0 bond) 8E08
Time Step/Cycle 0.05 sec/cycle
Number of Cycles/ Increment 4000 in preconditioning stage;
Rate of Backwall Displacement 1 m/s in preconditioning stage; 0 m/s in dynamic

weakening stage.
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Figure S1. Simulation workflow for Setup 1 (refer to Text S2).
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• The width of the velocity-strengthening outer wedge controls splay fault activity during 10 

earthquakes. 11 

• The effect of megasplay faults on rupture extents and tsunami genesis is limited during 12 
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• Variations in basal friction along the megathrust fault are the predominant control on the 14 

earthquake hazard. 15 
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Abstract 21 

Deep-water megasplay faults may promote or limit earthquake rupture and tsunami genesis. To 22 

better understand how megasplay faults affect earthquake rupture and associated tsunami potential, 23 

we build on recent modeling efforts based on observations of coseismic ruptures in the Japan 24 

Trench forearc and Chile Margin. We model the upper plate as a wedge that is partitioned into a 25 

seismic (velocity-weakening) inner wedge and an outer aseismic (velocity-strengthening) wedge, 26 

combined with a splay fault rooting from the decollement. We examine the effects of dip and 27 
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friction along the splay fault and the width of the outer (velocity-strengthening) wedge during 28 

earthquake rupture. Our results suggest that along-strike variations in width of the velocity-29 

strengthening outer wedge along the Chile Margin may play a key role in splay fault activity in 30 

the rupture segment of the 2010 Maule earthquake. However, our model fit to the published slip 31 

distribution for the 2010 Maule earthquake, suggests that megasplay fault activation did not 32 

significantly impact earthquake size along the SC Chile Margin. In contrast, our model fit to the 33 

slip distribution for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake shows that megasplay fault reactivation may have 34 

moderately affected earthquake coseismic rupture. Splay faults can slip coseismically thus 35 

contributing to associated tsunamis. However, the presence of a velocity-strengthening outer 36 

wedge is the predominant constraint on rupture size and tsunami generation. 37 

 38 

Plain Language Summary 39 

At subduction margins, the deep-water megasplay faults that cut the upper plate, may be 40 

reactivated during large coseismic ruptures, contributing to the generation of transoceanic 41 

tsunamis. The Mw 8.8 2010 Maule and Mw 9.1 2011 Tohoku earthquakes suggest that the 42 

megasplay faults may slip coseismically, contributing to subsequent tsunamis. However, the recent 43 

Mw 7.8 Simeonof and Mw 8.2 Chignik earthquakes offshore Alaska imply that the presence of 44 

such splay fault may not be necessarily indicative of strong tsunami potential. It is still not clear 45 

how megasplay fault activation and its interaction with slip along the megathrust fault affect the 46 

local seismic hazard assessment. In this work, we used the Discrete Element Method to model 47 

megasplay faults interpreted from subduction margins. Our models demonstrate that along-strike 48 

variations in the width of the velocity-strengthening outer wedge along the margin play a key role 49 

in splay fault activity in the rupture segment. Our simulation results show that the effect of the 50 

megasplay fault on rupture extents and tsunami genesis is limited for both the 2010 Maule and 51 

2011 Tohoku earthquakes. However, the presence of a frictionally resistant outer wedge is the 52 

predominant constraint on rupture size and tsunami generation. 53 

 54 

 55 
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1 Introduction 56 

Pre-existing forearc structures may influence the seismic hazard potential (Polet and 57 

Kanamori, 2000; Wang and Tréhu, 2016; Bécel et al., 2017; Olsen et al., 2020). Key features 58 

include deep-water megasplay faults, which may be reactivated during large coseismic ruptures, 59 

contributing to the generation of transoceanic tsunamis (Moore et al., 2007; Wendt et al., 2009; 60 

Lotto et al., 2019). The conditions under which megasplay faults promote or limit earthquake 61 

rupture and tsunami genesis, however, are still unclear. 62 

Thrust megasplay fault systems may act as barriers to seismic rupture. As an example, 63 

activation of the thrust-type Santa Maria fault system (SMFS) along the Chile Margin, may have 64 

contributed to segmenting and limiting finite megathrust slip during the Mw 8.8 2010 earthquake 65 

(Melnick et al., 2006; Melnick et al., 2012). In contrast, normal megasplay faults may facilitate 66 

earthquake rupture and tsunami generation. One example is the apparent reactivation of a normal 67 

fault within the upper plate during the Mw 9.0 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Ito et al., 2011), The 68 

tsunami that accompanied that event caused severe damage along the coastline of Japan. The uplift 69 

and seaward displacement of the footwall of the splay normal fault may have contributed to the 70 

large horizontal displacement along the megathrust (Tsuji et al., 2011; McKenzie and Jackson, 71 

2012). Thus, the sense of fault slip (i.e., normal or thrust) likely controls both earthquake size and 72 

tsunami potential. This hypothesis, however, is not well understood and has not yet been carefully 73 

tested. 74 

A structural configuration comparable to the one involved in the Tohoku earthquake is 75 

interpreted in the Shumagin Gap, offshore Alaska, where a normal-type megasplay fault may have 76 

been activated by seismic ruptures propagated from adjacent locked segments (Bécel et al., 2017). 77 

The activation of the normal fault may have caused the large historic tsunami in the Shumagin 78 

Gap. Interestingly, Mw 7.8 Simeonof and Mw 8.2 Chignik earthquakes recently occurred in the 79 

vicinity of the Shumagin gap in July 2020 and July 2021 respectively, with epicenters close to that 80 

configuration. In contrast to the Tohoku earthquake, these two events only caused waves of less 81 

than a foot (Grassi, 2021; Ruppert and Gardine, 2021).  82 

One potential controlling factor that may contribute to the difference between the tsunami 83 

genesis for the Tohoku earthquake and the recent Alaska earthquakes is the variation in properties 84 

of a pre-existing megasplay fault. The properties of the splay fault that can affect the earthquake 85 

and tsunami size may differ at different localities along the strike, which may be reflected by the 86 
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activity of the splay fault after the mainshock. A possible demonstration of this effect is along the 87 

SC Chile Margin, where forearc splay faults were activated by the great 2010 Maule earthquake 88 

in some segments of the rupture zone but not in adjacent ones (Lieser et al., 2014). 89 

Another plausible controlling factor that may affect the earthquake, tsunami size, and splay 90 

fault activations are variations in friction along the decollement at different localities (Wang et al., 91 

2021). Previous studies show a correlation between the aseismic outer wedge (velocity-92 

strengthening zone) width and the coseismic rupture and stress transfer triggered by a great 93 

megathrust earthquake. During fault slip, velocity-weakening behavior beneath the seismic inner 94 

wedge enables earthquake rupture and inner wedge extension. In contrast, the presence of a 95 

velocity-strengthening outer wedge induces compressive stress at the aseismic/seismic transition 96 

zone, which suppresses the propagation of the coseismic ruptures (Wang and Hu, 2006; Wang et 97 

al., 2021). This stress evolution may influence the sense of slip and the degree of reactivation along 98 

pre-existing splay fault in the forearc. 99 

To assess the local seismic hazard, therefore, it may not be enough simply to determine the 100 

presence and properties of a megasplay fault, as we also must understand how outer wedge width 101 

controls the activation and sense of slip along the megasplay fault during a seismic event. Here, 102 

we build on previous numerical simulations of megathrust slip processes (Wang et al., 2021) to 103 

examine the role of splay faults within the upper plate. This study is focused on 1) investigating 104 

the factors (i.e. friction conditions along megathrust and splay fault, dips) that control the 105 

activation and sense of slip (i.e., normal or thrust) of a splay fault; 2) better understanding how 106 

splay faults influence fault displacement and tsunami generation; and finally, 3) exploring the role 107 

of fault reactivation in determining the earthquake size and tsunami potential for the 2010 Maule 108 

earthquake and 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake. 109 

 110 

2 Approach and Methodology 111 

2.1 DEM Modeling and Experimental Design 112 

In this study, we use a Discrete-Element-method (DEM) based program, RICEBAL, to 113 

construct the models. Details about the DEM methodology can be found in the previous 114 

publications (Morgan, 2015; Wang and Morgan, 2019). We build on recent modeling efforts based 115 

on observations of extensional deformation in the Japan Trench forearc and Chile Margin (Wang 116 
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et al., 2021).The initial wedge is constructed by randomly generating particles within a two-117 

dimensional domain and letting them settle under gravity (Figure 1). The assemblage of particles 118 

is then sculpted to the desired wedge shape with a starting taper angle of 10° (α+β), and subjected 119 

to gravity tilted at an angle of 8° from the vertical, simulating a fixed megathrust dip angle (β) of 120 

8°. This reference configuration is comparable to published geometries for several subduction 121 

margins (Ito et al., 2011; Maksymowicz, 2015; Wang et al., 2019). The initial full width of the 122 

wedge is 200 km, a typical downdip rupture distance along the subduction margin (Moreno et al., 123 

2010; Moreno et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012). Focusing on the first-order effects of splay fault 124 

properties on earthquake rupture and tsunami potential during an earthquake cycle, we employ 125 

constant values of basal friction across each of the inner wedge or outer wedge for a given 126 

simulation stage, ignoring the spatial and temporal variations that likely occur in nature. The 127 

friction coefficient along the splay fault also is held constant for a given simulation stage. To 128 

clearly investigate certain controlling factors, our simplified model employs a sharp updip 129 

transition at the inner and outer wedge boundary. Moreover, the downdip boundary of the upper 130 

plate is defined by a rigid backwall. We, therefore, do not simulate any downdip velocity 131 

strengthening in the downdip region (Wang et al., 2021). Details about the setup and the preset 132 

parameters can be found in the supplemental materials (S1). 133 

Each numerical simulation is carried out in two stages: pre-earthquake loading and 134 

dynamic rupture (Figure S1). During the first loading stage, the backwall is displaced at a steady 135 

rate, while the slip of the wedge is resisted by constant basal friction. This causes the build-up of 136 

elastic strain energy within the wedge and increased shear stresses along the megathrust. Stage 1 137 

is terminated following 8 km of backwall displacement, when the fault is poised for failure. Before 138 

the dynamic rupture stage, a splay fault with a prescribed dip, ranging from landward to seaward 139 

dipping, is introduced. For each simulation, we assign one of four values of friction along the splay 140 

faults to assess the effect. Then, to simulate velocity-weakening during coseismic rupture (Stage 141 

2), the basal friction is instantly decreased beneath the inner wedge, resulting in dynamic slip along 142 

the underlying fault. Concurrently, the basal friction beneath the outer wedge is maintained at the 143 

higher value, simulating a more resistant frontal wedge. Changes in geometry and stress in the 144 

system are documented through Stage 2 until the fault slip ceases. More information about the 145 

modeling workflow can be found in the supplemental materials (S2) and our previous work (Wang 146 

et al., 2021). 147 
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Two sets of simulations are carried out to address two specific objectives: Setup 1 uses 148 

non-cohesive wedges to investigate possible controls on splay fault activation and seafloor uplift. 149 

In particular, the simulations examine whether the outer wedge (velocity strengthening zone) width 150 

influences the reactivation and sense of slip along pre-existing splay faults of different orientations. 151 

Setup 2 investigates the effects of both landward and seaward dipping splay faults with specific 152 

orientations on coseismic slip distributions and seafloor uplift. This fault configuration builds upon 153 

our previous study that used non-faulted cohesive wedges to reproduce the published slip 154 

distributions for the 2010 Maule earthquake and 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Wang et al., 2021). 155 

Here, we assess if the presence of splay faults, as interpreted by others (Melnick et al., 2006; Tsuji 156 

et al., 2011), yields significantly different slip distributions that might affect the coseismic rupture 157 

and tsunami potential for both the 2010 Maule rupture zone and the 2011 Tohoku rupture zone. 158 

 159 

2.2 Setup 1: Effects of Outer wedge Width and Splay Fault Orientation 160 

In our first experimental setup, non-cohesive models are constructed with pre-existing 161 

splay faults with different orientations, all of which root into the decollement at 50 km distance 162 

from the toe. Fault orientations range from 10° to 60° with landward dips, and 20° to 80° with 163 

seaward dips. Outer wedge widths range from 0% - ~25% of the full wedge length. In all models, 164 

the internal friction coefficient (𝜇𝑖𝑛𝑡
′ ) was maintained at 0.30 for both the inner and outer wedges 165 

(Table S1). The effective basal friction coefficients for the inner and outer wedges, 𝜇𝑏𝑎𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
′  and 166 

𝜇𝑏𝑎𝑠_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
′ , respectively, were both set to 0.10 at the start of the pre-earthquake loading stage. 167 

During the earthquake rupture phase, 𝜇𝑏𝑎𝑠_𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
′  was instantly decreased to 0.00 while 𝜇𝑏𝑎𝑠_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟

′  168 

was maintained at 0.10. In all models, the splay fault is introduced just before earthquake unloading, 169 

allowing us to test the impact of coseismic slip along the fault on the earthquake size and surface 170 

deformation. Simulation results are compared to a reference model without a prescribed splay fault. 171 

 172 

2.3 Setup 2: Effects of Fault Friction on Prescribed Splay Fault Orientations 173 

The second experimental setup examines the effects of a splay fault on coseismic 174 

displacements and seafloor uplift for models designed based on structural interpretations for the 175 

2010 Maule earthquake and 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Tsuji et al., 2011; Melnick et al., 2012). 176 

To define more realistic properties for these systems, cohesion was introduced by adding bonds at 177 
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the contacts among particles within the initial wedge following particle deposition and wedge 178 

sculpting. We employ the same mechanical parameters as in our previous study here (Wang et al., 179 

2021), which defined realistic configurations for these two settings. The friction coefficients are 180 

tabulated in Table S1. As above, the splay faults are introduced into the models just before 181 

earthquake unloading. The Maule models employ a seaward dipping fault of 80°, which is 182 

positioned based on the seismic interpretation of Melnick et al. (2006). A range of fault friction 183 

coefficients between 0.00 and 0.10 were tested. The Tohoku models use a landward dipping fault 184 

of 30°, located based on the interpretations of (Tsuji et al., 2011), again using the same range of 185 

fault friction values as above. The widths of the higher friction outer wedge were fixed for these 186 

models to match those used previously (Wang et al., 2021), set to ~90 km from the toe for the 187 

Maule models and less than 5 km from the toe for Tohoku models in the initial model setups. 188 

 189 

3 Results 190 

3.1 Effect of Outer Wedge Width on Stress Transfer and Splay Fault Activity 191 

The first set of simulations using Setup 1 examined the effects of the width of the aseismic 192 

outer wedge (velocity-strengthening zone) on stress transfer and splay fault activity. Landward 193 

dipping or seaward dipping faults oriented at 45° are introduced just prior to earthquake unloading 194 

using different outer wedge widths ranging from 25% to 0% of the full wedge width. Stress transfer 195 

during earthquake unloading was determined by differencing the σm field from pre- to post-196 

earthquake. The corresponding distortional strain field also is examined for each simulation to 197 

observe the internal deformation. Details about how the σm and the distortional strain invariant 198 

fields are calculated can be found in our previous studies (Morgan, 2015; Wang and Morgan, 2019). 199 

The following plots show distortional strain invariant field, stress, and seafloor uplift. 200 

 201 

3.1.1 Landward Splay Fault Activity 202 

The final states of simulations with the 45° landward dipping splay fault are plotted in 203 

Figure 2. As shown in the left panel, σm within the inner wedge decreases (blue) during the 204 

earthquake, whereas σm rises (red) in the region of the outer wedge close to the transition zone. 205 

The outer wedge width decreases from Figures 2a to 2d, resulting in a progressive decrease in the 206 

area of increased σm. This pattern demonstrates that the narrower the outer wedge, the easier it is 207 
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for coseismic ruptures to propagate to the toe. The distortional invariant plots, shown in right 208 

panels of Figure 2, exhibit a corresponding trend, reflected in variations in displacement along the 209 

splay fault with decreasing outer wedge width. The splay fault favors thrust faulting when there is 210 

a large outer wedge (Figure 2e) but exhibits normal displacement when the outer wedge width is 211 

very small (Figures 2g and 2h). In general, Figures 2e to 2h show a progressive transition from the 212 

thrust sense of slip to the normal sense of slip. 213 

 214 

3.1.2 Seaward Splay Faults 215 

The final states of simulations with the 45° seaward dipping splay fault are shown in Figure 216 

3, and are very similar to those with the landward splay faults. σm decreases across the inner wedge 217 

and rises near boundary with the outer wedge. The area of reduced σm decreases as the outer wedge 218 

decreases (Figures 3a to 3d). When the outer wedge is very small, the stress decreases through the 219 

entire wedge. However, in contrast to the models with landward splay faults (Figures 2e and 2h), 220 

there is no evidence of normal sense of shear along any of the seaward dipping splay faults, and 221 

very little fault displacement occurs with very small outer wedges (Figures 3g and 3h). 222 

Interestingly, the presence of larger outer wedges (velocity-strengthening zone) can also cause the 223 

formation of new landward thrust faults (Figure 3e). 224 

 225 

3.2 Effect of Outer Wedge Width on Seafloor Uplift 226 

We measure seafloor uplift for each simulation by comparing the pre-earthquake and final 227 

wedge surface, using vertical displacement of the wedge surface parallel to gravity. This uplift, 228 

presumed to occur during the earthquake, is a direct indicator of tsunami potential. We apply a 229 

median filter to smooth perturbations in the uplift distribution introduced by the discrete nature of 230 

the DEM particle assemblage. The result reveals systematic variations in uplift that correlate with 231 

variations in the outer wedge width (Figure 4). For both landward and seaward dipping splay faults, 232 

the thickest part of the wedge exhibits subsidence (negative uplift), with progressively increasing 233 

uplift in the seaward direction. Small variations in the uplift profiles are evident in the vicinity of 234 

the splay faults, however, the greatest variations occur in association with the width of the outer 235 

wedge.  236 

The largest outer wedge width results in significantly reduced seafloor uplift near the toe, 237 

whereas seafloor uplift peaks near the toe in the absence of an outer wedge. Thus, regardless of 238 
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fault dip (Figures 4a and 4b), the outer wedge (velocity-strengthening zone) width correlates 239 

inversely with the tsunami potential in the frontal wedge. 240 

 241 

3.3 Effect of Fault Dip on Strain and Seafloor Uplift 242 

The second set of simulations using Setup 1 were conducted for two fixed outer wedge 243 

widths at 0% and 25% of the full wedge width, and with different splay fault orientations. The 244 

distortional strain invariant fields are plotted for each case in Figure 5. Two reference models are 245 

shown without splay faults (Figures 5a and 5h). In the case of no outer wedge (Figure 5a), small 246 

normal-type shear zones are evident at very shallow depths and close to the wedge toe, indicating 247 

extension across the wedge. In the case of the 25% outer wedge (Figure 5h), a small thrust fault 248 

developed at the outer to inner wedge transition (~50 km). As a result of earthquake unloading, 249 

splay faults within the wedges lacking an outer wedge essentially showed very small activation 250 

(Figures 2h, 3h, 5c, 5e) or no activation (Figures 5b, 5d, 5f, 5g). In contrast, splay faults within the 251 

models with large outer wedge all exhibited some activation (Figures 2e, 3e, and 5i to 5n). The 252 

landward dipping splay faults were all activated as thrust faults (Figures 2e, 5i, 5j, 5k). The seaward 253 

dipping splay faults (Figures 3e, 5l, 5m, 5n) also exhibits apparent activation as thrust faults. 254 

Essentially, the models with prescribed splay faults show different degrees of activation depending 255 

on the fault dips as well as outer wedge width. 256 

Seafloor uplifts are also calculated for all of the cases shown in Figure 6. In general, 257 

seafloor uplifts for models with landward splay faults and with seaward splay faults are essentially 258 

identical. The curves for models with landward splay faults are slightly separated near the wedge 259 

toes (Figures 6a and 6c), whereas the curves for the models with seaward splay faults mostly 260 

overlap (Figures 6b and 6d). Compared to the outer wedge width (Figure 4), therefore, splay fault 261 

dips have a very limited effect on seafloor uplift. 262 

 263 

4 Applications to the Maule and Tohoku Earthquakes 264 

We used Setup 2 to refine our previous simulations that sought to match published slip 265 

distributions for the 2010 Maule earthquake (Moreno et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2020) and 2011 266 

Tohoku-oki earthquake (Sun et al., 2017), respectively. Our previous investigation showed that 267 

the magnitude of peak fault slip has an inverse relationship with outer wedge (Wang et al., 2021). 268 
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That study also provided important constraints for the best-fit widths of the outer wedges in each 269 

location, and we use similar values for this study. Therefore, our coseismic slip distributions for 270 

simplified models with no splay faults (black dotted curves in Figures 7 and 8) yield consistent 271 

peak slip values with those obtained for the Maule and Tohoku coseismic segments(Wang et al., 272 

2021). Here, we investigate the influence of the megasplay faults on the coseismic rupture extents 273 

and tsunami potential. We conduct multiple simulations, prescribing splay faults with different 274 

friction coefficients (Table S1) before the start of earthquake unloading stage. 275 

 276 

4.1 2010 Maule Earthquake 277 

Previous interpretations based on the tomographic model for the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule 278 

earthquake rupture segment (Contreras‐Reyes et al., 2010; Contreras-Reyes et al., 2017), show the 279 

outer wedge zone to be relatively large. The derived slip distributions for the 2010 Maule 280 

earthquake (Moreno et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2020) is shown in pink band and dashed curve in 281 

Figure 7b. The modeled peak slip is nearly 20 m, and is located ~90 km from the trench. Our 282 

simulation without a splay fault reproduces this peak and its position reasonably well (black dotted 283 

curve in Figure 7b). We then introduce an 80° seaward dipping splay fault that resembles the 284 

thrust-type Santa Maria fault system in the Maule segment (Figure 7a). Based on the interpreted 285 

profile by Melnick et al. (2012), the root of the splay fault presumably overlaps the updip end of 286 

the seismogenic zone (inner wedge). The friction coefficient along the splay fault is not known, so 287 

different values are tested in these simulations. 288 

As shown in Figures 7b to 7c, the presence of pre-existing high-angle splay faults with any 289 

friction coefficient has minimal effect on the earthquake slip distribution. Likely, the large outer 290 

wedge (velocity-strengthening zone) in the Maule rupture zone (Contreras‐Reyes et al., 2010; 291 

Wang et al., 2021) reduces fault activation and suppresses associated changes in slip. All of the 292 

models exhibit a prominent zone of high slip as well as large seafloor uplift at ~90 km (Figures 7b 293 

to 7e), which is attributed to the contrasting friction condition at the boundary between outer and 294 

inner wedge. This transition zone between the inner and outer wedges induces compression during 295 

the earthquake unloading, causing localized uplift and subsidence. This displacement is slightly 296 

enhanced by the presence of a splay fault and varies with fault friction. Uplift of the hanging wall 297 

(<90 km), and subsidence of the footwall (>90 km) is greatest for the lowest values of friction 298 

(Figure 7e), and most pronounced above the footwall. The tiny differences among the cases 299 
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suggest that splay fault activation along the Maule rupture segment will have minor effect on the 300 

tsunami potential in this area. 301 

 302 

4.2 2011 Tohoku Earthquake 303 

The 2011 Tohoku earthquake rupture segment is known to have experienced a trench 304 

breaking rupture with over 60 m peak slip (Wei et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2017). According to 305 

previous studies, a landward splay fault was reactivated by the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (Tsuji et 306 

al., 2011). We, therefore, construct a model with a landward splay fault and a very small outer 307 

wedge (Figure 8a), based on the published seismic profile by (Ito et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 2011). 308 

Our model without a splay fault (black dotted curve in Figure 8b) yielded a peak slip of about 64 309 

m close to the trench, which is reasonably consistent with the derived slip distributions (pink band 310 

and dashed curve in Figure 8b) for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (Sun et al., 2017; Wang et al., 311 

2021). 312 

We also explore here how the presence of a landward dipping splay fault might affect the 313 

rupture extent and tsunami size. We fix the fault dip at 30°, comparable to the seismic interpretation 314 

(Tsuji et al., 2011), and examine different friction values along the fault. Figure 8c shows that the 315 

coseismic megathrust fault slip and its amplitude are affected moderately by the friction along the 316 

splay fault. The separation between the model without a splay fault (black dotted curve in Figure 317 

8c) and the various faulted models (blue, red and green curves in Figure 8c) demonstrates that 318 

displacement along the splay fault can accommodate some of the coseismic slip along the 319 

decollement, reducing displacement at the toe of the wedge.  320 

As shown in Figure 8d, the splay fault also results in increased uplift near where it emerges 321 

at the top of the wedge. Lower friction values along the splay fault correspond with increased uplift 322 

of the hanging wall of the landward splay fault during earthquake unloading (Figure 8e). However, 323 

fault friction seems to have only a moderate effect on the tsunami potential in the Tohoku area. 324 

5 Discussion 325 

5.1 Relationship among Outer Wedge Width, Splay Fault Activity, and Tsunami Potential 326 

Previous studies show the strong control of the width of the outer wedge (velocity 327 

strengthening zone) on the rupture extents and slip distribution (Contreras‐Reyes et al., 2010; 328 

Wang et al., 2021). Consistent with that finding, our first set of simulations of non-cohesive models 329 

also demonstrates that the width of the velocity-strengthening outer wedge affects the stress and 330 
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strain along the splay fault (Figures 2 and 3). Based on our numerical results (Figures 2 and 3), it 331 

is likely that different splay fault activities along different rupture segments triggered by the same 332 

seismic event (Lieser et al., 2014) may be due to variations in outer wedge width along the margin. 333 

The width of the outer wedge gradually increases from south to north of the Maule segment along 334 

the SC Chile Margin (Contreras-Reyes et al., 2017). Splay fault activity during the 2010 Maule 335 

earthquake also appears to have increased from south to north (Lieser et al., 2014), which is 336 

consistent with our numerical results (Figures 2e to 2g). 337 

Furthermore, our analysis of seafloor uplift (Figure 4) shows that, to the first order, the 338 

width of the outer wedge may inversely correlate with the seafloor uplift. Interestingly, if the outer 339 

wedge is sufficiently small, a normal splay fault can be activated during a megathrust earthquake. 340 

However, the amount of displacement on a normal fault is lower than that on thrust splay faults 341 

(Figures 2 and 3). Therefore, if significant thrust activity occurs along a splay fault, this may imply 342 

the presence of a wide outer wedge, reducing the tsunami potential locally (Figure 4). 343 

 344 

5.2 Effects of Megasplay Fault Properties on Seismic Hazard 345 

Based on our first set of simplified models using different splay fault dips with the same 346 

values of fault friction, we demonstrate that variations in dip can affect the stress and strain along 347 

the splay fault during the unloading phase (Figure 5), however, we see relatively insignificant 348 

differences in the seafloor uplift (Figure 6). Thus, compared to the width of the outer wedge, 349 

variations in megasplay fault dip are unlikely to significantly affect tsunami potential. We attribute 350 

this result to the fact that wedge preconditioning results in similar initial stress states on the 351 

prescribed faults regardless of their orientation, limiting fault slip during unloading. If the splay 352 

faults existed prior to the preconditioning, they would have accumulated different levels of 353 

deformation and stress during loading, which might be reflected in differences in slip during 354 

unloading. In our second set of models, however, we prescribe the splay fault with a fixed dip for 355 

each simulation case, and test different values of friction coefficient along the splay fault. The 356 

differences in seafloor uplift can be explained by increasing ease of fault slip with lower friction 357 

coefficients during earthquake unloading. 358 

According to our simulation results for the 2010 Maule earthquake (Figure 7), the 359 

predominant factor that controls the rupture extent and tsunami size is the width of the velocity-360 

strengthening outer wedge. If the width of the outer wedge (velocity-strengthening zone) is 361 
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relatively large (Contreras‐Reyes et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2021), the friction of the seaward splay 362 

fault does not contribute much to the coseismic rupture extent and tsunami potential in the Maule 363 

rupture zone (Figures 7b and 7d), and the coseismic displacements along the splay are very small. 364 

Interestingly, the friction on the landward-dipping splay fault contributes moderately to the 365 

magnitude of the coseismic rupture and tsunami potential in the Tohoku rupture zone (Figures 8b 366 

and 8d), which has a very small outer wedge (velocity strengthening zone) and experienced trench 367 

breaking rupture during the earthquake (Wang and Tréhu, 2016). As noted above, if we had 368 

included the splay fault prior to the wedge loading phase, it might have experienced more 369 

displacement during earthquake unloading, better matching field observations from the Tohoku 370 

earthquake itself. 371 

In general, our simulation results demonstrate that the effects of megasplay faults, during 372 

earthquake unloading, are limited. Our simulation results show that the presence of megasplay 373 

normal faults and their reactivation may not necessarily contribute to large earthquake size and 374 

tsunami potential in the Tohoku rupture zone. Likely, a more critical factor is the change in basal 375 

friction along the megathrust fault throughout the entire earthquake cycle. The properties of the 376 

splay fault are second-order factors that may moderately influence the rupture extents and tsunami 377 

size. This finding suggests that coseismic normal fault slip in the Shumagin Gap may not have 378 

played as significant a role in rupture extent or tsunamigenesis as has been suggested by others 379 

(Bécel et al., 2017). 380 

 381 

6 Conclusions 382 

We carried out two sets of simulations to examine the effects of spay fault dips on rupture 383 

extents and seafloor uplift. Our first set of simulations using non-cohesive models, demonstrates 384 

that the width of velocity-strengthening outer wedge along the margin has the greatest effect on 385 

splay fault activity and thus on tsunami generation at different localities. The variations in outer 386 

wedge width (velocity-strengthening zone) along strike in the Maule rupture zone can help explain 387 

the different splay fault activities observed at different localities during the 2010 event. 388 

In the second part of the study, we build more realistic cohesive models to assess the effects 389 

of splay faults on simulated megathrust displacements, which may better match published 390 

coseismic slip distributions for the 2010 Maule and 2011 Tohoku earthquakes. Different values of 391 

friction coefficient along the splay fault plane can lead to different amounts of displacement along 392 
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the splay fault during earthquake unloading. However, our simulation results indicate that the 393 

earthquake rupture extent and tsunami potential are predominantly controlled by friction variations 394 

along the megathrust fault, governed by outer wedge (velocity-strengthening zone) width, rather 395 

than friction along the megasplay fault. Our numerical results demonstrate that activation of a 396 

megasplay fault likely had minimal effect on earthquake coseismic rupture and tsunami potential 397 

during the 2010 Maule rupture, but could have had a moderate effect during the 2011 Tohoku 398 

rupture. 399 

Our results show the presence of megasplay normal faults does not necessarily imply 400 

significant seismic hazards in a subduction system. The effect of megasplay fault dip and its 401 

corresponding coseismic displacements along the splay fault on rupture extents and tsunami 402 

genesis is limited. We suggest that the properties of the splay fault are second-order factors 403 

affecting coseismic slip distribution and tsunami potential, whereas the key factor is the variation 404 

in basal friction along the megathrust fault. 405 
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Figure Captions 487 

 488 

Figure 1 DEM Model Setup. The lower plate in gray is fixed while the upper plate in orange or 489 

yellow moves above it. The virtual splay fault plane (black line) is defined by prescribing 490 

different interparticle friction coefficients at contacts, and the plane dip can be varied and pre-491 

defined. Details about the particle contacts and surface type pre-assignments can be found in the 492 

supplementary material (S1). 493 

 494 

Figure 2 Effect of outer wedge width on stress and strain in models with 45° landward dipping 495 

splay fault with friction coefficient of zero. (a)-(d) Simulated coseismic changes in mean stress 496 

field for each earthquake, denoting stress transfer within the wedge; red indicates increase in 497 

mean stress; blue indicates decrease. (e)-(h) Cumulative distortional strain invariant field for 498 

each case. Black dashed lines indicate splay fault boundaries. Blue dashed lines represent range 499 

of outer wedge. Gray triangles indicate the roots of the splay faults. 500 

 501 

Figure 3 Effect of outer wedge width on stress and strain in the model with 45° seaward dipping 502 

splay fault. (a)-(d) Simulated coseismic changes in mean stress field for each earthquake. (e)-(h) 503 

Cumulative distortional strain invariant field for each case. Colors and symbols are the same as in 504 

Figure 2. 505 

 506 

Figure 4 Effect of outer wedge width on seafloor uplift. (a) Seafloor uplifts for 45 landward splay 507 

fault dip. (b) Seafloor uplifts for 45 seaward splay fault dip. Blue dashed lines represent the outer 508 

wedge widths. Gray triangles indicate the roots of the splay faults. 509 

 510 

Figure 5 Effect of splay fault dip and interaction with outer wedge on strain. Cumulative 511 

distortional strain invariant fields for models with no outer wedge (a)-(g) and ones with large outer 512 

wedges (h)-(n). Blue dashed lines represent outer wedge widths. Gray triangles indicate the roots 513 

of the splay faults. 514 

 515 

Figure 6 Effect of splay fault dips on seafloor uplift. (a) Seafloor uplift for models with landward 516 

splay faults without an outer wedge. (b) Seafloor uplift for models with seaward splay faults 517 

without an outer wedge. (c) Seafloor uplift for models with landward splay faults with large outer 518 

wedges. (d) Seafloor uplift for models with seaward splay faults with large outer wedges. The blue 519 

dashed lines represent the outer wedge dimension. Gray triangles locate the roots of the splay 520 

faults. 521 

 522 

Figure 7 Coseismic rupture and seafloor uplift for 2010 Maule earthquake from simulations. (a) 523 

Initial wedge setup (before the preconditioning stage) resembles the wedge profile with the 524 

crustal structure of Santa Maria Fault System in SC Chile Margin near the epicenter of the 2010 525 

Maule earthquake (Melnick et al., 2012). Wedge supports an 80° seaward splay fault and large 526 

outer wedge. (b) Simulated slip distributions, compared to range of slip models from Wang et al. 527 

(2020) shown in pink shading. (c) Enlargement of slip distributions within the gray box shown in 528 

(b). (d) Simulated seafloor uplift. (e) Enlargement of uplift shown in the gray box in (d). The 529 

dashed orange lines show the geometry of the upper plate, and the solid orange line denotes the 530 

position of the splay fault plane. 531 

 532 
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Figure 8 Coseismic rupture and seafloor uplift for 2010 Tohoku earthquake from simulations. (a) 533 

Initial wedge setup, modeled after interpreted seismic reflection profile near the hypocenter of the 534 

2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake, with 30° landward splay fault and small outer wedge (Tsuji et al., 535 

2011). (b) Simulated slip distributions, compared to the preferred range of slip models from Sun 536 

et al. (2017) shown in pink shading. (c) Enlargement of slip distributions shown in gray box in (b). 537 

(d) Simulated seafloor uplift. (e) Enlargement of uplift shown in the gray box in (d). The dashed 538 

orange lines show the geometry of the upper plate, and the solid orange line denotes the position 539 

of the splay fault plane. 540 

 541 
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